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An amazingly accomplished plagiarism on Frank Lloyd 
Wright's Unity Chapel, this is C. of E. Archbishop P. N. W. 
Strong's Private Chapel in the grounds of his residence at 
Eldernell Terrace, B'bane. Conrad & Gargett, archts. Since 
most architecture in Australia is more or less derived, at 
third or fourth hand, from various master's works, should we 
complain when someone swings close back to the source? 
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The Scottish-Amicable Building in Queen Street, Melbourne, 
completed just after the Royal Insurance Building (C-S No. 
148) in Collins Street, by the same architects, Yuncken Free-
man, is, though not black like the Royal, equally sober. The 
repeated pattern of pre-cast box framed windows succeeds 
in being read from oblique view points as a texture rather 
than a pattern and graces the streetscape with its under-
statement. There is a fine point of balance where architec-
ture such as this, if only slightly misjudged by its designer, 
becomes cruel and repellent. Scottish Amicable keeps on the 
right side. At the other end of the city, the Victorian State 
Offices (C-S No. 125) now under construction, also designed 
by Yuncken Freeman, has such a narrow spacing of windows 
and cladding strips that even a slight shift from a per-
pendicular view tends to coalesce the elevations into a solid 
flank. C-S awaits its completion a trifle anxiously — this 
may be the solemn end of the trail that began with the 
trite but gaily close-spaced vertical strips of Y-F's Civic 
Offices at Canberra (C-S No. 110, December 1961). 

Vic. State Offices under construction (see above) 

¶ Amongst the many aspects of the personality of the new 
Prime Minister that a London newspaper dug up was the 
reassuring belief that Mr. Harold Holt would be a P.M. who 
"did not dislike modern architecture". 

Photo: Geoff Dauth, 

Up-dating the Colonial Tropical image, archt. John Dalton, 
with this house at Kenmore B'bane uses rendered concrete 
block, oiled box timber walls at first floor level, white conc. 
tile roof, sliding louvred timber screens and large verandahs 
on the North. 

Mr. F. McCardell, ARIBA, ARAIA, of Perth, writes to 
C-S: "Dear Sir, The interview for your article on Syd Ancher 
in Issue No. 159 was obviously given by Syd with sly tongue 
in cheek. It sounds as though his post-war domestic work 
was born, like Venus, complete, whereas those who knew and 
worked with him before that time know that he slaved (and 
not un-lucratively) with Reginald Argyle de Tessier Prevost 
for quite a time before the war, building mainly hotels. I 
was their chief draftsman for a few years. It is therefore 
absurd to say that the ANU Union Building was "his first 
other than domestic design". Things like that happen only 
in story books—all good craftsmen serve an apprenticeship." 

The Australian Planning Institute Congress IX 66 will be 
held on 21-26 August 1966 at the Hotel Menzies in Sydney. 
The Congress is open to all who wish to register and will 
reflect the Institute's practical interest in social, economic 
and physical development, and in planning for it. The open-
ing session will highlight Australia's role in the development 
of the South East Asian region, and nationals of countries 
concerned have been invited to attend both as delegates 
and speakers. Further information and bookings from John 
Toon, Congress Secretary, Dept. of Town & Country Planning, 
University of Sydney. 

II Building Science Forum of Australia, Northern Division, will 
hold its Seventh Conference on 17th-I8th May 1966 on Noise 
in Buildings. Further details from Mrs. J. Stafford, I King 
Street, Newtown, N.S.W. 
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Two new buildings for W.A. University have just com-
menced construction. Photo I above is Currie Hall, the first 
stage of which will be the central dining room and kitchen 
complex and the two Northern (top) houses, accommodating 
160 students at a cost of £364,000. The houses are ship plan 
with all service rooms in the middle; ventilation to these 
rooms appears to be an expensive operation and the unlit 
narrow corridors a bit claustrophobic. Vertical circulation is 
by a central stairway with 2 escape stairs serving 24 students 
per floor. Ground floors house ancillary accommodation and 
serve also as covered ways. Future study bedrooms will over-
look the noisy Stirling Highway (right). Cameron, Chisholm 
& Nicol, archts in association with Professor Gordon 
Stephenson. 
Photo 2 above is the School of Law, a 3-storey hollow rec-
tangle with circulation by ambulatories around the small 
deep central courtyard, costing £170,000 and housing 250 
students. The principal rooms, a two-level library one end 
and lecture rooms and common room the other end, are 
linked along both sides by tutorial rooms. The heavily 
moulded exterior is concrete throughout. It will eventually 
be linked by lecture theatres to the recently completed 
School of Commerce and Economics to form a 3-sided quad-
rangle. Ron Fergusson in association with Roger Johnson, 
archts. 
A common approach to the different University buildings 
comes from the restriction of the materials to be used. 
Cottesloe stone, dreadful bun-faced stuff, has happily given 
way to concrete, but terra-cotta tiling has been retained, 
and this, used over large areas with provision for mechanical 
ventilation, leads to some interesting roof shapes. 

A design for a big South Seas-type "idol" surrounded by 
flaming gas and fountain jets was reported as being pre-
pared by the Surfers Paradise Progress Association for the 
resort's main street. It would be, it was claimed, "more in 
keeping with the South Seas image for the Gold Coast than 
a conventional fountain". 

Details of the Australian pavilion for the Expo 67 in Mon-
treal next year have been released. Costing $3m. con-
structed of steel, concrete and glass covering 24,000 square 
feet will at the end of the exhibition be dismantled, 
freighted back to Australia, and reassembled in Canberra. 
(Commonwealth Department of Works; Mr. James Mac-
Cormick, architect in charge, Robin Boyd interior design.) 

j "Australian Cities: Chaos or Planned Growth?" was the 
subject of a summer school conducted by the Australian 
Institute of Political Science over the Australia Day holiday 
weekend. Some points made were these: The cost of shatter-
ing and rebuilding substantial areas of Australia's major 
cities to provide modern road and transport systems would 
be about $4,000 m., the major share to come from the 
Commonwealth Government (Mr. H. W. Herbert, economist, 
Brisbane). Planning and research authorities should be es-
tablished to cope with developmental problems in Australian 
metropolitan areas. While the metropolis was becoming the 
most important area and community in the nation, it had no 
legal and constitutional recognition, and no governmental 
organisation to fit it. (Associate Professor Ruth Atkins, poli-
tical scientist, Sydney). "Let there be as a balance some 
of the chaos of Kings Cross in the gloriously planned new 
city of Sydney". In future, Australia might have a special 
role to play in urban development in this part of the Pacific, 
where advice in this field would be needed more desper-
ately than in Australia itself (Dr. Martin Meyerson, Dean of 
the College of Environmental Design, U. of Calif., Berkeley).  

¶ According to the magazine "Architecture and Arts" the 
ten best buildings in Australia for 1965 were St. Anne's 
Church of England, Como, N.S.W., Hely Bell & Horne, 
archts; Royal Insurance Building, Melbourne, Yuncken Free-
man, archts; Union College, U. of Q'land, James Birrell, 
archt; La Salle Building, Sydney, Ian MacKay, archt; Dental 
Clinic, Cremorne, N.S.W., Allen Jack & Cottier, archts; 
House at Chatswood, N.S.W., Peter Johnson, archt; St. 
John's Village, Glebe, N.S.W., Hely Bell & Horne, archts; 
Manufacturers House, Melbourne, Bates Smart & McCut-
cheon, archts; Scottish Amicable Building, Melbourne, Yunc-
ken Freeman, archts; and the C.I.G. Administration Building, 
Rocklea, Q'land, Robin Gibson, archt. 

(( Burley Griffin's Capitol Theatre (Melb.) has reopened with 
a rejuvenated experience for the cinema goer. A shopping 
arcade has been made at ground level with a meandering 
walk way and floor level. The shopfront fittings are aluminium 
sections too thick and indelicate, and the ceiling pattern of 
natural finished wooden pieces mocks Griffin's success and 
finesse in the auditorium overhead. Gone are the sweeping 
curves and comfortable climb of the entry, of necessity re-
placed by a steep stair to the side of the arcade entry. 
Inside, one sits aware of the new steeper plane of the audi-
torium floor with Griffin's ceiling over and beside. This is 
the excellent achievement of renovation: to be seated almost 
within the ceiling, participating in the gorgeous colour light 
mixtures as they play on the relief pattern of inclined and 
triangulated surfaces. Ian C. Turner & Associates were the 
archts. for the unenviable task of improving on Griffin, and 
by bringing the ceiling into greater appreciation, they have. 
A visit to this theatre is still rewarding. 

Look-out rooms are a traditional Perth feature, now neglec-
ted through the problems of access and useability. In this 
house by archt. John White at City Beach, the look-out is 
neatly slotted into a pitched asbestos roof. Stairway regu-
lations are cunningly contorted to give a slope of about 45 
degrees—the treads being cut away on alternate sides to 
give a 10" tread to each foot. The problem of use in this 
case has been made more difficult by the solar gain through 
large areas of glass. High level windows on the south side 
light the open planned living areas, which look out past a 
lush garden to the studio workshop beyond. At night the 
lighted windows at different levels produce a delightful 
effect. P. Fermaner, bldr. 

(( The Victorian Housing Commission has developed an "In-
dustrial House". The house has prefabricated stressed alu-
minium and plastic foam infill sandwich walls 2'' thick. The 
roof is covered with conventional tiles on a factory-built 
framework. Once conventional foundations are laid and 
floors constructed it will take three men two weeks to com-
plete. Because of lightness and ease of transportation and 
quick erection the house will be aimed at sitings in country 
areas where, for the 10 squares, the cost will range from 
$7,750 to $8,370. 

Q The M.M.B.W. will seek approval to re-subdivide 60 acres 
of the 220 acre Milleara Gardens Estate at East Keilor de-
signed by Walter Burley Griffin in 1920. Only three houses 
have been constructed since that time. Retiring chairman 
R. E. Trickey says "The original plan may have been quite 
good in the early days, but it does not conform with modern 
ideas of amenities and traffic movement". Example: an 81 
acre drive-in shopping centre. This is the first time the 
Board has undertaken a sub-division project since it was 
vested with powers to operate planning schemes in 1956. 
If Sydney Opera House: The German Architect's Association 
has awarded this building its Gold Medal. The latest issue 
of "Zodiac" devotes 69 pages to the Opera House and to 
Joern Utzon. Approaches have been made to the N.S.W. 
State Goverment by a syndicate to allow the Opera House 
to be used as a gambling casino. The proposal was flatly 
rejected. 
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SAS Channel 10 Television Station, Gilberton, S.A., appears 
to be a smaller and more reticent version of Channel O 
studios in Melbourne (C-S No. 151), by the same architects, 
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	 Hassell McConnell & Partners. A big brick studio cube rises 
out of a fringe of "neat and clean" office accommodation, 
complete with internal courtyard. In Adelaide the builder 
was Wilckens & Burnside Pty. Ltd. Consultants: Kinnaird, 
Hill, de Rohan & Young, structural; Mark Tostevin & Assoc., 
mech. & elec; Michael Pryce, acoustics. Total area 18,700 
sq. ft. Construction: steel frame, timber purlins, boxed cols, 
beams at 12 ft. centres spanning 36 ft., tresses over main 
studio. Steel roof deck, concrete block wails, anodised al. 
windows. Cost (excl. furnishings) $324,000. 

if Perth's new A.N.Z. Bank building in St. George's Terrace 
has a 6' high polished granite fascia set at an angle of 2 
or 3 degrees to the street alignment. God help the poor 
architect who has to resolve the next block's 6' high polished 
granite fascia! 

4 	 This is the Dining Room and Common Room Building for Lin- 
coln College, a residential college of University of Adelaide. 
The cantilevered bay windows on the South elevation add 
circumspect drama to the otherwise typical and accom-
plished style of Hassell, McConnell & Partners, archts. Kit-
chen and dining room (seats 200) on ground floor, Common 
Rooms in first floor. Construction: steel portal frames at 
14 ft. centres spanning 40 ft., conc. floors, steel roof deck, 
grey conc. block walls, plastic covered steel frame windows. 
Marshall & Brougham Pty. Ltd., bldr. Consultants: Kinnaird, 
Hill, de Rohan & Young, structural; W. E. Bassett & Partners, 
mechanical. 
(j Victoria Architecture Medals for 1966 were awarded: In 
the category of General Building, to the Administration 
Building, at the new BP Refinery, Westernport; Don Hendry 
Fulton, archt; Van Driel Pty. Ltd., bldr; consultants: Norman 
Mussen, structural; Cyril Jewell & Assoc., mechanical. In the 
category of Domestic Building, to a house at Brewster Street, 
Essendon; Graeme Gunn, archt; P.M. Veersteegen & Sons 
Pty. Ltd., bldrs. Photos and C-S comments next column. 

Photo: Neil Murray 

The BP offices at Westernport is a near-classical concept: 
mounted on a low plinth the ground floor is sturdily brick 
(containing cafeteria, minor offices and equipment rooms), 
oversailed by the glazed curtain wall first floor (prestige 
offices), further oversailed by cornice-like eaves, the whole 
surrounded by a columnar colonnade. But the detailing is 
exemplary latter day 20+h C. Column connections, material 
junctions and changes of plane are exquisitely articulated in 
the grammar of "negative" or "gap" detailing, carried at 
times to almost precious extremes. The uniform eaves over-
hang can be criticised as being unequally suitable for each 
of the differently orientated elevations. Interiors are spacious 
and calm, the obligatory carpeted and veneer panelled 
"top-office" media being handled with a rare tastefulness. 
The stairway is satisfyingly simple and unadorned except for 
a fine bronze cast sculpture by Norma Redpath. Occasion-
ally the fastidious attention to even the smallest items (e.g. 
Swiss 'Sectric' desk clocks) slips—some light fittings are 
standard Australian products and slightly tizzy. Amongst the 
marvellous towers, tubes, funnels, exhausts and pipes of the 
refinery plant, this office block stands out as a disciplined 
and entirely human shelter. It is tragic that BP has not been 
wise enough to have other buildings in the refinery designed 
by architects of the calibre of Don Fulton. Dotted about the 
place are works buildings, warehouses and sheds that have 
been thrown together wih a glib carelessness that is de-
grading to the status of both the administration and the 
producion line. 

Photo: Kurt Veld 

On a tight suburban lot in Essendon, this house concentrates 
upon an interior courtyard and a backyard swimming pool 
for its outlook, and as most of the external perimeter win-
dows are single vertical slots, deeply recessed, the interior 
is suffused with that sort of mild mellow light that one had 
just about despaired of ever encountering in a modern house. 
Walls throughout are grey concrete block; ceilings, exposed 
beams, and joinery in soft grey stained red cedar. Floors, 
inside and throughout the courtyard are quarry tile (except 
for a carpeted living room, one step below the general floor 
level). Criticism could be levelled at an excessively dim 
kitchen and an austere street elevation which is not com-
panionable with its neighbours. Archt. Graeme Gunn has 
quickly achieved a reputation of imaginative design in his 
Melbourne work, and this reputation will be further en-
hanced by a range of houses for sale he has designed for 
Merchant Builders Pty. Ltd; houses in an idiom similar to 
Ken Woolley's series for Pettit & Sevitt in Sydney. These 
will be reported on, when completed, in a future C-S. 



27-33 Wentworth Avenue, Sydney 2 0969 
424 Murray Street, Perth 21 8141 
27 Argyle Street, Hobart 3 3515 
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This is a samp:e of natura. asbestos—the 
key to smooth surface floor tile durability. 

We've made it tough for you! 
Floor coverings take a tremendous hammering! 

The best smooth surfaced floor coverings contain the ingredients which resist harsh 

treatment, in the form of stiletto heels, chemicals, moisture, and many other damaging 

elements. 

Asbestos is the key. 

Dunlop Vinyl-Asbestos Floor Tiles contain an excellent balance of natural asbestos and 

P.V.C., resulting in outstanding durability and high stability. As for beauty, it lasts the 

life of the tile itself—and that we know is a very long time. 

CALL DUNLOP FLOORING SERVICE FOR IMMEDIATE ADVICE OR SAMPLES 

96 Flinders Street, Melbourne 63 0371 
Centenary Place, Brisbane 31 0271 
131-133 Pirie Street, Adelaide 23 2611 
18 Paterson Street, Launceston 2 2067 

COMPLETE 
FLOORING 

SERVICE 
I 
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